October 2020 InterWorking

IWA Leaders to Develop Trusted Token Solutions for Global Trade/Supply Chain and DLT Security Sectors

We recently announced the formation of two new member-led IWA Business Working Groups (BWGs) that will focus on distributed ledger technology (DLT) security and the global trade and supply chain markets, respectively. The new, member-led IWA DLT Security BWG and IWA Global Trade & Supply Chain BWG (IWA GTSC BWG) will set the stage for fulfilling innovative tokenized business use cases, their contracts, and analysis across platforms.

Learn More

Education Series: An Introduction to the IWA

The new IWA educational series deliver a complete view of the technical constraints that digital tokens are designed to relieve, a business-level view of tokens and how tokenized business processes operate, and how InterWork Alliance members collaborate to turn business requirements into actionable standards frameworks for building and certifying products.

We understand how valuable your time is, and have therefore crafted all of this education into easily consumable modules of approximately five minutes each. The education is best consumed linearly; you can watch a module or two and come back at any time to continue. All of this material can be consumed in less than one hour total.

Access the Education
New Blog Posts Available

- The Role of the IWA in the Standardization Landscape
- Real-World Tokens: A Seven-Step Journey Into the TTF

IWA in the News

- **Cointelegraph**, DLT security standards may turn legacy industries into blockchain innovators, October 22
- **Yahoo! Finance**, InterWork Alliance Leaders to Develop Trusted Token Solutions for Global Trade/Supply Chain and DLT Security, October 22
- **Ledger Insights**, Interwork Alliance launches working groups for DLT security, supply chain tokens, October 22
- **Digital Life Asia**, InterWork Alliance Leaders to Develop Trusted Token Solutions for Global Trade/Supply Chain and DLT Security Sectors, October 22
- **Crypto Press Network**, DLT safety requirements might flip legacy industries into blockchain innovators, October 22
- **Ledger Insights**, KPMG launches greenhouse gas emissions traceability blockchain, October 8
- **Cointelegraph**, XRP Ledger blockchain energizes decarbonization, but tokenization a challenge, October 3

Member News

- **d10i**, Decentralized Innovation Inc (d10i) Joins the InterWork Alliance
- **Neo Foundation**, Open Letter From the Neo Foundation: Four Years of Neo MainNet - Reflections and What's Next
- **Neo News Today**, Neo News: Week in Review - October 12th - October 18th

Welcome New Members!

We are very pleased to welcome the members who have joined us since our last newsletter: d10i (Decentralized Innovation Inc.)
Blockchain Revolution Global: October 26-30

Join the IWA at Blockchain Revolution Global **October 26-30**, a virtual event featuring the world’s foremost minds in technology and business, from government leaders and world-renowned economists, to pioneering technologists and Fortune 500 executives. IWA President Ron Resnick and Chair Marley Gray will be speaking on Thursday Oct 29th from 10:10 -11:15 AM EST.

Register Now

Digital Assets and CBDC: October 29, 2020


Register Now

TradeTrust enabled the world’s first interoperable and paperless transfer of ownership of a negotiable electronic Bill of Lading (eBL). Utilizing blockchain technology, the Trade Trust Token has been developed and designed to ensure irrefutable digital proof-of-ownership of a negotiable eBL across supply chain platforms. In this webinar, the leaders of the IWA’s Global Trade & Supply Chain Business Working Group – Alex Bausch of 2Tokens and Aljosja Beije of BlockLab – will explain the underlying motivations and technology stack choices of the electronic Bill of Lading project (TradeTrust).

Register Now

Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT) provides a variety of value propositions for the financial industry. Consequently, this potential value comes with a variety of security risks. During this webinar, the chair of the IWA’s DLT Security Business Working Group, Bill Izzo from DTCC, and his colleague Jyoti Ponnapali will discuss the development of security best practices for tokenized services deployed to DLTs, and how these best practices will be incorporated into the IWA frameworks.

Register Now
IWA Director of Marketing Paul DiMarzio presented a Flash Talk on the IWA at the WTIA Blockchain UNconference, a participant-driven event focused on discussing challenges and opportunities for blockchain companies and the ecosystem overall.

The members of the IWA have formed two new business working groups.

**DLT Security**

The mission of the DLT Security Business Working Group (BWG) is to facilitate the continuous development of standards and guidelines that will contribute to the advancement of leading best practices for tokenized platforms of distributed ledger technologies (DLTs) and the establishment of security standards for DLTs. This BWG will initially focus on the financial services sector; however, the standards that are created will be applicable to other industries as well. A primary goal of this BWG is to ease the regulatory burden by creating a more auditable ecosystem. To accomplish this goal, the BWG will involve regulators in the standard creation process to make it more cohesive and create trust with the regulatory bodies.

**Global Trade and Supply Chain**

The Global Trade & Supply Chain Business Working Group (GTSC BWG) mission is the advancement of tokenization in the space of global trade and supply chain through the creation of standards for tokenization, contracts, and analytics. The initial scope of the GTSC BWG will be the tokenization of an electronic bill of lading, but in the future this scope will broaden to include use cases for various other areas of interest in the global trade and supply chain spaces at the direction of IWA members.

Connect with us!